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Specific-heat, resistivity, neutron-spectroscopy, magnetization, and magnetostriction experiments

on TmZn are reported. This equiatomic metallic compound crystallizes with the cubic CsCl struc-

ture and shows a first-order 3ahn-Teller transition to a tetragonal structure at T& =8.55 K. The

cell distortion reaches e/a —I = (—9+1)X10 -'. The riiagnetic moment orders along a fourfold axis

at T,. =8.12 K, its value being largely field dependent. Due- to the vicinity ot the transitions, they

are mixed and strongly raised in temperature by (even low) applied fields as observed by the mag-

netization and magnetostriction experiments in the paramagnetic state. These results and the elas-

tic constants previously published are analyzed taking into account the quadrupole-quadrupole ex-

change ind the quadrupole-lattice term beside the Heisenberg exchange and the cubic crystal elec-

tric field (CEI') terms; the CEF parameters are A4(r }= —38 + 5 K and A6(i 6} = —19.6+ 2

K/atom. The ground state is the magnetic triplet I &" in the cubic paramagnetic state. The

theoretical study of the dependence of T, . and 'T& on the bilinear and biquadr itic exchange terms

reveals a complex phase diagram. In the case. of TmZn, the obtained second-order coeNcients al-

low a good description of all the physical properties now investigated.

I. INTRODUC I'ION

The equiatomic compounds RZn of the rare earths
with zinc crystallize with the cubic CsCl-type struc- '

ture. ' Various measurements on both single-crystals
and polycrystalline samples have been performed in-

cluding magnetization, specific-heat, and neutron-
spectroscopy' experiments. A main result f'or this me-
tallic series is that the high degree of simplicity of the
cubic structure with only one magnetic ion per cell is
strongly complicated by its inclination to be strained
by a magnetostrictive process. The modulation of
both one-ion arid two-ion terms of' the Hamiltonian by
the lattice distortions has been recently investigated
through all the series, proving strong quadrupole-
strain effects. '

On the other hand, the eA'ect of the crystalline elec-
tric field (CEF) was shown to be important. The CEF
parameters A4 and A6 are negative, varying across the
RZn series in a complicated way, far from any point-
charge model estimates. ' The large 5d character (e,,
type) of the conduction band predicted by band calcu-
lations induces the main contributions to the CEF
parametet's, that are direct and exchange Co'ulornbic
ones.

In addition to the Heisenberg interaction, local cou-
pling between the 4f shell and the conduction band
contributes to anisotropic exchange terms like biqua-
dratic ones and the magnetic interactions are not well
described by a simple indirect Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida model. The analysis of the magnon
dispersion curves" on HoZn led to two main conclu-

sions: (i) the same second-order terms (magnetoelas-
tic and/'or quadrupoiar) in the Hamiltonian are neces-

.sary to fit both spin-wave and magnetization curves. „

(ii) the Heisenberg interactions between the first
rare-earth neighbors and the third ones have been
f'ound preponderant.

TrnZn is unique in the series. Due to the weak
magnetic interactions one may observe other charac-
teristic two-ions or one-ion terms. Ultrasonic experi-
ments have recently revealed strong magnetoelastic
eA'ects in addition to an exchange coupling between 4 f'

quadrupoles. " Due to the lack of definitive experi-
ments, it was considered a magnetostrictive corn-
pound, not a Jahn-Teller material like isomorphous

'TmCd. '
The purpose of this paper is to present in Sec. II

new experiments (specific heat, resistivity, neutron
spectroscopy, magnetization„and strain) showing that
its situation is more complex. It exhibits two separate
order parameters, the quadrupolar one is associated
with a cubic-tetragonal transition occuring at higher
temperature than the ferromagnetic Curie point„
TmZn being then a Jahn-Teller compound. In Sec.
III, an analysis of all the results is presented using a
Hamiltonian taking into account all the second-order
terms in a molecular-field approximation.

II. EXPERIMENTS

TmZn samples were obtained by the direct fusion of
the two components in stoichiometric preparations in a
sealed tantalum crucible. The crystal growth was per-
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formed in a Bridgman furnace with a temperature gra-
dient of about 20 'C/cm.

A. Specific heat

of T,. =8.12 K divers from the first rough determina-
tion of 10 K„' but has been confirmed during the new
magnetic experiments presented below.

Both transitions can be described by a power law:
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&iG. 1. Specific heat of TmZn; T,. is the magnetic ordering

temperature, T& the structural transition one.

%e have used an ingot of about 30 g. It has been
checked by etching and x rays to be monocrystalline,
that assures the best homogeneity and thermal con-

ductivity. The heat-capacity measurements were per-

formed in an adiabatic calorimeter at the Services des
Basses Temperatures of the Centre d'Etudes
Nucleaires in Grenoble. The sample was fixed by

copper clips and isolated from the calorimeter. The
temperature was measured by means of carbon resis-

tance thermometer calibrated with an accuracy of 10 '
K, and the precision on the specific-heat values is

better than 2%.
The results obtained at low temperature are given in

Fig. 1. Two peaks of diAerent natures are observed at

T. =8.12+0.01 K and TO=8.55+0.01 K. The
second transition appears to be a very narrow first-

order one, the maximum value of C, being of about
270 J/(K mole) (in comparison, the lattice contribu-
tion remains at about 50 J/(K mole) at room tempera-

ture). The evaluation of the latent heat from the
first-order peak area (or from the entropy gap at T0)
leads to a value of 19+1 J/mole. But these values

are strongly correlated with the quality of the sample.

The lower transition observed at 8.12 K seems to be
of second order, Both reveal the existence of two

order parameters; T~ is associated with the ordering of
the 4 f'quadrupole and the magnetic moments order at
the Curie temperature T, The value of T0 could not
be evaluated (in earlier ultrasonic work) from the ex-
trapolation of the drastic thermal variation of the

Ci ~

—Ci2 soft mode, ' because the echoes vanished at
about 13 K, due to the strong attenuation. The value

Taking into account background effects, a least
squares fit led for the high-temperature side of T& to
o. =+0.9+0.1 and T~'=8.55 +0.03 K. For the low-

temperature side of T, , o. was found to be about +0.3.
In the thermal range of Fig. 1, the lattice and

electronic contributions to the entropy and the
copper clips ones are less than 0.2 J/K for 1 mole

of TmZn. Above T& the specific heat developed
originates mainly from CFF effects. . But extending
the measurements up to 40 K did not reveal any large
Schottky anomaly.

8. Resistivity measurements

The change of the electrical resistivity at the qua-
drupolar ordering can confirm the specific-heat results.
Resistivity measurements were performed on two

rods. The first one was spark cut from the rnonocry-
stalline ingot used for the specific-heat and neutron-
spectroscopy experiments. The second one originates
from the same monocrystalline ingot that was used for
magnetization, magnetostriction, and elastic-constants
measurements. In both cases, the rod was not orient-
ed along a particular crystallographic axis, but was

verified by etching and x rays to be monocrystalline.
Figure 2(a) shows the thermal variation of the resis-

tivity p(T) and its derivative p'(T) for the first sam-

ple. It shows clearly two transitions in good agree-
ment with the specific-heat data. %hen cooling and

heating the sample, a perfect reproductibility is ob-
tained at the lower temperature (8.1 K), correspond-
ing to the magnetic ordering, but we observed both la-

tent heat and hysteresis at the first-order one

(T~~ =8.5 K). %'e can note that the p'(T) derivative
exhibits roughly the same behavior as the specific-heat
curve. This experiment proves that the specific-heat
ingot does not include any parasitic internal crystallite
which might order at a dIAerent temperature and
hence be responsible for one of the two observed
peaks.

On the second sample we did not observe a well-

marked step between the two transitions, but a latent

heat and an hysteresis appeared tFig. 2(b)]. On the p'

curve, the two peaks are not resolved leading to a

roughly constant step of about 0.3 K, the transitions

being closer to each other. %e have verified that this

behavior is strongly diA'erent from that observed in

ErZn, where the magnetic ordering appears at 20 K

accompanied by a magnetostrictive process. On a

monocrystalline rod of this compound, we observed
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F16. 2. Thermal variation of the resistivity and its deriva-

tive in the transition range. (a): for the rod cut from the C„
ingot (b): f'or the other sample. : experimental points ob-
tained when decreasing the temperature. U: when increasing

it.

(about 2.0 meV for an incident energy of ED=35.8
meV). The observed widths for inelastic lines are
gcncfally slightly smaller. Assuming Gaussian shapes,
we may deduce that natural transition widths are in

the range of 0.5—1.5 meV.
Spectra werc taken at diferent temperatures. The

lo~er temperature was fixed slightly above the two
transition points to observe only excitation processes
from the lowest cubic levels. The higher temperatures
were chosen in order to populate excited levels and to
observe new transitions by excitation and/or deexcita-
tlon proccsscs.

Some characteristic spectra are reported in Figs. 3
and 4. At 12 K, beside the ED=25.4 rneV elastic line
[Fig. 3(alj, there appears two strong inelastic lines as-
sociated with transfers of 3.2 and 13.9 meV (i.e., 37
and 161 K). Despite the low temperature, the smaller
one can be observed by decxcitation process as the
nonresolved line on the left-hand side of the elastic
peak. In order to better the resolution for large
transfers, a spectrum was taken at E0-46.8 meV I.Fig.
4(a)}. It reveals peaks of small intensity at 17.3 and
22.6 meV (i.e., 201 and 262 K). At 32 K, the deexci-
tation process from the level lying at 37 K increases as
proved by thc Fig. 3(b) (Eq=8.95 rrIeV). At 120 K,
where many levels are populated, the decxcitation
lines from the levels lying at 37, and 161 K increase

only a smooth change on the p curve at T, , without
hysteresis. The p' curve exhibited a A. anomaly like
the specific-heat one, as reported for instance for
GdSb, ' its value remaining (at T,.) 10 times lower
than in TmZn, If the T,. and T0 temperatures were
mixed, we should observe only a narrow first-order
transition as in HoSb. ' The p' full width at half-
maximum for the second TmZn sample is about
0.45 +0.1 K instead of 0.1 K as observed f'or the first
rod or in HoSb. %e conclude that the sample
preparation can modify the ordering, the structural
transition temperature being the most sensitive one.
In the case of the latter ingot, which. is the oldest one,
its quality can be inAuenced by a rougher art of crystal
growth.

L 0

T= 32K

-124 0 3
e lee. e
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TrnZn

E,= 25.4 meV-

ENERGY TRANSFER ( ~IV- )
-4 -2 0 2

I e ' I

E,=6.95 meV

C. Neutron spectroscopy

The most direct determination of the crystal field is
achieved in the paramagnetic range by neutron spec-
troscopy. As previously, the experiments werc per-
formed on the IN7 time-of-Aight spectrometer a't the
Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble. The incident en-
ergy ranged from 8.95 to 46.8 meV, depending on the
diferent energy transfers investigated. The spectra
are dominated by an intense elastic line, the width of
which never exceeded the instrumental resolution

0 J.

TIME OF FLIGHT CHANNELS

FIG. 3. Time of Aight spectra for TmZn at (a) ?'= l2 K,
ED=25.4 meV and (b) T =—32 K, EO=8.95 meV. Solid lines

are theoretical fits.
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uncertainty in the M2 —Mt gap. In the first 6-K
range, the latent heat is found of about 28 + 5 J/mole,
that is larger than for the lattice transition at T0 (Sec.
II A).

The set of magnetization curves obtained with the
field applied along the twofold axis presents a similar
behavior [Fig. 6(a)j. First a large anisotropy of the
magnetization appears at low temperature: 25% in 40
k'Oe and 17% in 100 kOe of the value along the four-
fold axis. Calculations will explain that this is due to
the rotation process of the moment to the twofold
field direction arid to the anisotropic purification of' the
ground-state wave function. In the paramagnetic
state, 'the susceptibility is verified to be anisotropic
too. In low field we obtained a value of about 94% of
the fourfold easy axis one. The jump of the magneti-
zation curves occured for field values nearly twice as
large as those along the easy direction. This is larger
than expected by a simple analysis, which leads to a
ratio J2, the transition occuring when the {ietd com-
ponent along the fourfold axis, Ht&&»&/W2 reaches the
critical value H, . Iootl. %'ith slow field variations, we

have been able to reduce the hysteresis as was the
case for the fourfold axis.

E. Strain data

The study of the tetragonal strain has been per-
f'ormed by means of' Microrneasurements (350- (l)
electrical resistance strain gauges in the 12-kOe field
provided by an electromagnet. Flat disks were spark
cut parallel to a fourfold crystallographic plane; the
samples were about 10 mm in diameter and 1 mm
thick, the field being large enough to observe the
spontaneous strain. For better accuracy, we used two
active gauges bonded along the two perpendicular
fourfold axes. A standard one was bonded on a silica
sample. Both sets of values, for the difterence

x„—z, = c/a —i

between measurements parallel and perpendicular to
the field applied along a fourfold axis, were always in

agreement to better than 3'/0 and yielded the spon-
taneous tetragonal strain in the ordered state and the
field induced one in the paramagnetic range.

The tetragonal strain versus the magnetic field is re-
ported in Fig. 7(a). At low temperature the spontane-
ous strain can be observed after the domain's disap-
pearance under field. The strain appears to be field
dependent, increasing from a spontaneous value of
about

c/a —1 = {—9 + 1) x10 ' .

TPAZFl I

80

In the paramagnetic state, the same behavior is ob-
served as reported for the paramagnetic moment
(Figs. 5 and 6}. The sample changes from a cubic
structure weakly strained by the normal parastriction
process to a quadratic single domain at a critical field
which depends on the temperature. The thermal
dependence of' the critical field is about 4 kOe/K im-

mediately above T~, before approaching, at higher
temperature, the same 2.8 kOe/K value as for mag-
netization data (inset of Fig. 8). %'e have reported in

Fig. 8 two sets of measurements with different rates of'
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FIG. 6. Magnetization curves of TmZn along the [101]
axis at diA'erent temperatures. The insets show the tempera-
ture dependence of the critical field H,

F10. 7. Tetragonal strain curves of TmZn at diA'erent tem-
peratures [(a) experimental; (b) calculated'.
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&qq = —Kl((020) 020 +3 (022) 02 )

—4/C 2((P„, ) P, , + (P, )P,, + (P,„)P,), (2)

where 020, O~, and P„are the second-order Stevens"
operators

P„=—, (JtJ;+J,J,), IJ =xp,pz, zx

-2

X
&c Ta

8 9 % i1
T&eERATURE (K)

q I

0 2 4

APr LiE:D FfELO (f O )

FIG, 8. Experimental variations of the strains parallel {A.
~,)

ind perpendicular {Xz) to the applied field f'ourfold direction

at 10.7 K. Full and dashed lines are relative to f'ast and slow

rates of the increasing field. The inset shows the temperature

dependence of the critical field If,

increasing field; the hysteresis of the transition is re-
duced with the slow rate (about 0.3 kOe/mm instead
of 3 koe/tom). The small anomaly during the transi-
tion may be correlated to the latent heat developed
and temperature inhomogeneities in the sample. A

similar behavior has been observed for measurements
of the magnetization in low fields in function of the

temperature.

III. INTERPRETATION OF TH'E RESULTS

A, Form al is m

The interpretation of our experimental results is

based upon the use of the following Hamiltonian in

the molecular-field approximation (M F):

+Bi='i-' ~ p 8(Hex+ Hi) ~ + +qrI + +ntc

Ilrc 1:1. = 14 x(04/Fq) + +'(1 —)X [) (Ol/F6)

is the Lea, Leask, and Wolf (LLW) form for the cubic
CEF Hamiltonian" expressed in fourfold axes;

H„=38„(3 ) /J (J + 1)g p, „
is the molecular field evaluated from the ordering
temperature {8„=8.1 K); H, is the internal field (ap-
plied field corrected for the demagnetization eAects);
Z'„„ is the biquadratic exchange Hamiltonian" in the
molecular-field ap proximation

where the ~'s are the symmetrized cubic strain modes.
Taking into account the elastic energy when minimiz-
ing the free energy leads one to express the e's as
f'unctions of the second-order operator's mean values.

/

K„, and Z„,„. appear then to have th'e same form and
can be grouped together:

with

+qq + +me Gl((O2 ) 2 +3(O2 ) O2 )

—G2((P„,)P„, + (P,, ) P, , + (P,.)P,, )

and

Gl Jt l + ~1 /(~ll ~12)0

6, =4K2+ J322/4(Cqq)o

where the C()'s are the background elastic constants
without interaction.

All the calculations are made in the fourfold-axes
system with a self-consistent method for the eight
temperature mean values (J„.), (J,, ), (J,), (02 ),
(02 ), and diff'erent (P„). The three dipole com-
ponents and the five quadrupole ones are obtained in

this axes system. This process allo~s one to describe
the magnetization and magnetostriction mechanisms
along the principal crystallographic directions, includ-

ing the moment rotation when the internal field H; is

applied along a hard magnetization axis.

B. Determination of the parameters

We used the preceding formalism for the compound
TmZn. In a single domain sample the magnetic mo-
ment orders along a fourfold, direction, e.g. , z, ~here
only (J ) and (0, ) are present. The (P„) are in-

creasing from zero as soon as the moment is starting
away from this direction and the G2 term contributes
then to the Hamiltonian. For simplification we have

X„„is the magnetoelastic Hamiltonian limited to the
one-ion term (second-order CEF term) linear in

strain. Here are neglected the modification of the
fourth- and sixth-order terms, the two-ion magnetoe-
lastic contributions and the anharmonic terms. This
simplifying hypothesis will be discussed in Sec. III C 3.

R'm„= —8 1( q202 + %36 202) —82( g,q, , + )

(3)
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studied at first the case H, null or applied along the z

axis, 'where G2 has no influence. So, tour parameters
remain to describe the phenomena, namely, .

l4' and x
defining the cubic paramagnetic level spacing, and 8»
and K» included into G». The knowledge of the two
first ones is provided by the analysis of the neutron
spectroscopy' spectra.

1. Cubic CEF level scheme

The theoretical aspects for neutron spectroscopy
were quoted in previous papers. Calculations are
based on the neutron cross section derived by Trarn-
mell, "where the intensities of transitions are related
to the matrix elements between levels. " In the fits,
besides the CEF parameters, the elastic peak intensity,
the spectrometer resolution, and natural transition
widths must be taken into account. One major contri-
bution to linewidths at low temperatures is certainly
exchange broadening. Thi's contribution within each
representation may also lead to a broadening of the
quasielastic line, in addition to nuclear incoherent
scattering and to the scattering from the cryostat and
sample holder. At higher temperatures, an additional
term arises from ion-phonon coupling. For sake of
simplicity, all the fits are drawn with a constant natur-
al width of 0.5 rneV, the most important part being
the position and the intensity of the CEF transitions.

A rough analysis of the intense transfers can lead to
two solutions on both sides of the I 3

—I ~" crossing in

the LLW scheme namely, x =-—0.31 [r5" triplet as
ground state] or x =-0.85 (I 3 doublet ground state).
Since W is positive, the transfers are then I q" —I 3

(3.2 meV) and either I' ' —I' (x =—0.31) or I ' ' —I,
(x =—0.85) for the 13.9 meV transfer. But the ther-
mal variation of intensities selects the right solution.
If x =——0.31, the 13.9 meV line must slightly decrease
at 120 K, the Boltzmann factor varying from 97% at
12 K to 48% at 120 K for the I"q" ground state. If
x ==-—0.85„ its intensity is quite small at 12 K and in-
creases when the I q"' first excited level is populated
{6%at 12 K and 50% at 120 K). In addition, the ex-
istence at 12 K of the I ~" —I ~" and 1~"—I 2

transfers (respectively, 17,3 and 22.6 meV) leads
without ambiguities to the solution (W =1.2 +0.1

K/atom x =—0.31 +0.02) (inset of Fig. 11). The
corresponding CEF parameters are then

A, (r") =—38.0 K/atom

A6 (r') =—19.6 K/atom

The negative signs agree with all the determinations
throughout the RZn series. Moreover, the values lie

very close to the observed ones in ErZn {—36 and
—18 K/atom). Then, we must here reject the level
scheme {N =-2.2 K, x =—0.8)" previously obtained
from the fit of the magnetization curves with only

Heisenberg exchange and cubic CEF terms. Note that
the corresponding parameters would be

/

A4(r ) =—170 K/atom

and

36 (r') =—10 K/atom

clearly in disagreement with their variation in RZn
series. That shows the importance of the direct deter-
mination of the level scheme.

2. Determination of G» coefficient

The G» term in the Hamiltonian acts only on qua-
drupolar levels without modification of their intrinsic
magnetic moment. In our case, this term must be
sufFiciently strong to induce at a given temperature T0
a Jahn-Teller eAect splitting the degenerated levels in

order to minimize the free energy and causing a spon-
taneous quadrupoiar moment (Oqo) without magnetic
ordering. In TmZn, a calculated value of T~ =8.6 K
is obtained with G» = 25.5 + 1 mK. The magnetic ord-
ering is then predicted occuring in the tetragonal
phase for a calculated T,. =0„=8.1 K. Figure 9{a)
shows the temperature evolution of' the lowest levels
below 10 K. In the cubic paramagnetic state the
ground level I 5" is composed of a nonmagnetic
singlet but with an intrinsic quadrupolar moment
((1 ~ot ~1) =15) and of a magnetic and quadrupolar
doublet ((2lgj:I2) =—(3lgJ-13) =3.15 pa and

(2I&2aI» =(3I02'13) =—7.5). At 37 K ahorse, the
first excited level I 3 is formed of two nonmagnetic but
quadrupolar levels ((4~0, ~4) = (5~02 ~5) =36). At

T~, the I 3 doublet is split; the I"~" is decomposed in

the degenerated doublet and the nonmagnetic singlet,
that is the new ground state. The quadrupolar mean
value 0 = (02 ) increases up to 30, according to the
purification of the wave functions. A discontinuity on
the free energy is observed at T~, in agreement with

our specific-heat and resistivity data.
At T,. =8.1 K, the levels 2 and 3, which could not

be separated by G», are then split by dipolar exchange;
a moment is clearly induced on the nonmagnetic
ground-state 1, raising up to 4.5 p, 8 at 1 K. Its quick
increasing reinforces the Q value, explaining the small

taking up reported at T,. on the 0 curve. The level

splitting is calculated to be continuous at T,
%e can now come back to the lowest-temperature

spectra obtained by neutron spectroscopy. In the
paramagnetic tetragonal state, as in the magnetically
ordered one, only one collective excitation line has a

noticeable intensity involving the five I &"' and I 3 lev-

els, that is the longitudinal excitation between 1 and 4
[Fig. 9(a)]. Its energy calculated without q dispersion
would reach roughly 25 K, in close agreement with
the experimental data (27 K), but without precise
three-axes spectrometer experiments no other conclu-
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FIG. 9. (a) Calculated temperature variation of the spon-

taneous magnetization M =g (J ) and quadrupole Q = (0~0)

(high part) of the f'ree energy (middle part, full lines) and of
the energy of the CEF levels issued f'rom I 3 and I'5" (low

part). The parameter values are H =-1.2 K, x =—0.31,

9p = 8. 1 K, and G I
= 25.5 mK. Arrows indicate both ordering

temperatures T,. and T&. In the middle part, ditshed lines

correspond to ep = O„G
I
4 0, semidotted lines to Op A 0,

GI =0, and dotted lines to'e„= GI =0. (b) A peculiar case is

reported: 9p =8.1 K, GI =13 mK, where the most stable

configuration changes at TI =2 K from a nonmagnetic state

toward a magnetic one with a reverse strain (see Sec. III 83
and Fig. 10).
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sion can be stated.
As proved by the higher value of T~ than of T, , the

instability of the cubic phase seems to be the main
factor in TmZn. Without the two order terms, the bil-

inear interactions would split alone the cubic CEF de-

generacy, but the same value of 9p =8.1 K would lead
to a smaller minimization of the free energy [Fig.
9(a)], the ordering point would be T,. =4 K instead of
T,. =9„=8.1 K.

3. Interdependence of T, , Tg and 9„, GI

Keeping the MF theory and the simplified harmonic
elasticity approximation, we determine the dependence
of both order parameters M =g (J ) and Q = (02a) on

9„and GI caeScients. For the range (0 & 6p & 10
K, 0 & GI & 30 mK) the mairI. results are reported in

the Fig. 10. One can note first different phases
depending on 9p, GI and T. For a given set (9p, GI,
T), our self-consistent process allows sometimes the
coexistence of different solutions for the {M,Q)
equilibrium values. Thus, GI =-13 mK, 9p =8.1 K
lead to a first-order transition at TI =2 K between the

two phases (M=O, Q —22) and (M —3, Q ——5)
and to a second-order one at T2 =3.5 K toward the
cubic paramagnetic configuration [Fig. 9(b)).

For small GI values„ the most stable state is

(M AO, Q ——5). The GI effect, favoring the qua-
drupolar level 1, remains weaker than the e„one,
leading to the magnetic level 2 as ground state. In-
creasing G~ stabilizes at first the (M =0, Q —25)
phase, then the (M &0, Q —35) one. Here, G~ is

strong enough to isolate the nonmagnetic level 1 (first
case), but a not too weak 9, induces a moment on it

{second case). The upper boundary of these two

phases coincides with the T0 curve obtained with

ep =0, that remains stable with regard to 6p, even
when T~ and T,. are mixed by a magnetostrictive pro-
cess. When 9, increases, the (M =0, Q —25) phase
vanishes in favor of the (M AO, Q —35) one. For
high values of 9„, the unique phase will be(I &0, Q —35), the ground state being the level 1,
strongly purified to the J =6 component. Note that
the MF model does not lead here to T,. =6p. T, .

varies between 0 and 12 K according to GI for Op =8 1

K, and the calculated value T, =9p is certainly a coin-



cidence in 'I'mZn. Indeed the MF model gives equali-
ty oniy for a muitipiet with pure

~
J.) wave functions.

The same case occurs in presence of a CFF level
scheme purified by strong magnetic interactions. But
if they remain weak in comparison with the level spac-
ing the relation between T, and g, depends on the
CEF configuration.

This phase diagram study leads in the case of TmZn
to a very narrow (Ivf =0, 0 & 0) phase. That can ex-
plain the dependence of the physical properties on the
sample preparation as observed on the resistivity
measurements.

C. Description Of the physical properties

MagIIE f'IZOfIOPI ('Elf' VE'5

This 8] value leads to the calculated strain depen-
dences reported in Fig. 7(b). The strong variation of
(02 ) under fieid in the paramagnetic state is repro-
duced by the calculations; the critical field is calculated
to be the same as for the magnetization curves, prov-
ing that the strengthening of the magnetic interactions
by a few koe applied field induces both orderings
simultaneously.

This 8] value agrees with the determination in the
other RZn compounds, according to the variation of
o, (r') through the series. The biquadratic interaction,
calculated from the expression (4)„with G] =25.5
mK, reaches K] = 21.2 mK and seems then to drive
mainly the .structural transition. We will compare
these conclusions with the ultrasonic data, in Sec.
III C 3.

The field variation of the isothermal magnetization
curves along [001] [Fig. 5(h)] and [110] [Fig. 6(h)] is
well calculated with 8„=8.1 K and G] =25.5 mK,
despite a slightly large spontaneous magnetization. In
the paramagnetic state, the calculation describes the
rapid increasing of the magnetization well for the criti-
cal magnetic field H, , that corresponds to-the appear-
ance of the magnetic ordering under the internal field
which supplies the exchange interactions. Along the
[110] direction the magnetic moment —initiaiiy along
this direction —turns suddenly at H, close to the [100]
axis then comes again progressively toward the applied
field, as in the ordered state. The temperature varia-
tion of H, . 1s sat&sfactory ]n our model, , ch&efly along
the fourfold axis [inset Figs. 5(b) and 6(b)]. Finally
the same phenomenon exists for (00) variation, as
we will see in Sec. III C2,

We can note that the introduction of the G2 param-
eter does not aAect the magnetization along [001] but
a value G2 = 70 mK I cduccs thc moment to 0.3 ](Lg at
120 koe along the hard axes, However, this value
cannot be easily confirmed by other methods.

2. M~gffefOSffi(. liOII I.:uI.VeS

The tetragonal deformation of the crystallographic
cell can be written

«/a —1 =&3/2 e& == J3/2 [8I/(Ct~ —C~2)f)] (0,"), (5)
From the values of the distortion at 4.2 K,
(—9 + 1) && 10 ', the background elastic constant

(Cii —Ci2)p(1.51 & 10' K/atom)

and the calculated value of the spontaneous quadrupo-
lar moment (-43) we can deduce the magnitude of
the parameter 8], i.e.,

8, =-—25.5 + 1.5 K/atom

or

8 ] j(C] ]
—C]2)() = 4.3 + 0.5 m K

I kl$flf. ' COI7$fatlf'i

In Ref. 8., we had reported the softening of the
C]] —C]2 mode from 300 K down to near 15 K, where
the echoes vanished duc to the strong ultrasonic at-
tenuation increasing from about 30 K. We had tried
to fit with a wrong level scheme (8' =2.2 K,
x =-—0.8); following many authors"'9 we had used
expression (3) of Rcf. 8, ~here g2 is proportional to
the magnetoelastic coeNcient 8] and g' corresponds to

'the quadrupolar exchange coupling I( ], X, being a
strain susceptibility. Written in the linear strain ap-
proximation, this simplified expression corresponds
then exactly to the present Hamiltonian (Sec. 111 A).
Studying the paramagnetic range allows forgetting any

3, contribution.
The X, function calculated from the actual level

spacing, exhibits an absolute value smaller than previ-
ously, then fitting the same data, 8] and K] will be
f'ound greater. Another important feature is now a
sniall kink in the 30—40 K range to the I'3 position.
is found again in the C]] —C]~ calculated mode (see
Fig. 11). The same background for the mode without
magnetic interactions than previously takes into ac-
count only the isotropic anharmonic terms responsible
for the lattice expansion and the C„ thermal depen-
dence at high temperature. We obtain a perfect fit
from 300 K down to 40 K with the following values
G~ =20 mK, K~ = 20 mK, (~8[~'=77 K/atom with

(C]] —C;2)0=-1.5 & 10' K/atom). But below the
theoretical kink, the gap increases. The transition
temperature is predicted to be T&&,„],, = 2 K. If one
wants to extend the fit down to 15 K, it cannot be
realized without altering it at high temperature as
proved by the variation for'G] =34 mK, K] =-0 mK,
leading to T~q,.„. ],. =4 K. Such solutions are localized in

the (8],K]) plane between (72 K, 0 m K) and (77 K,
—20 mK), far from the values obtained in Sec. IIIC2
(G] = 25.5 m K, 8] =—25.5 K, K] = 21.2 m K) which
lead to a very little sof'tening (10% at 10 K). The as-
sum'pt1on of an entirely soft mode, C(T&& =8.6 K) =0,
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GdZn, where it drives a tetragonal distortion at T,

(e3 = —5 X 10 ' at 4.2 K).' If we suppose the same
negative coe%cient in TmZn, it contributes to e3

about 8"tn and must disappear at T, , like the quadrupo-
lar one at T~q, neglecting any short range order. The
last two do', do terms exist in all the thermal range.
The fully symmetric (04) and (06) average values are
temperature dependent. For instance, (0„) exhibits
at 40 K a maximum 30% higher than the T~ value.
Below T~, they vary strongly (twice for (04)). Such
terms may contribute if do' and do' are not too weak.

Thus, in addition to the anharmonicity, all the
high-order harmonic terms can modify the free ener-

gy, the phase diagram, and the calculated physical pro-
perties. The low-temperature determination of G~

without anharmonic terms may be too rough a

simplification. Third-order elastic constants experi-
ments appear to be rich in information.

I V. CONCLUSION

gives too bad an agreement. That is not surprising be-

cause it is well known that for a triplet ground state

the mode does not vanish at T~."" In conclu-

sion, il the value of GI =BI'/VII+ @I does not vary

very much between boih determinations, the main

difference occurs about the various contributions to

G(.
Two additional points should be noted. First„we

may not f'orget the anharmonic terms. They induce
the strong energy dissipation below the Jahn-Teller V3

doublet and then modify the sound velocity too, delet-

ing the theoretical kink and removing T~. Such an

explanation compels us to limit the fit of Ct) —C)p
above 40 K. In a more general way, including expres-
sions such as

~(~3 3+3+/) —~I.(~3' —~2) O~ —2~2~3OP

necessitates new experiments in order to determine
the supplementary parameters.

On the other hand, the harmonic terms neglected in

the C) )
—C)2 expression can contribute as assumed by

Moran et al. ' and Levy about I3ySb. Here too,
their discussion exceeds the ultrasonic results and in-

volves the used Hamiltonian. In expression (4) of
Ref. 19, the first term go" is our 8~ one; from a pure
point-charge model„ the following one-ion constants
go' and go"' are found to introduce, respectively,
corrections of 5% and 12% on the fourth- and sixth-
order CEF parameters. "' But with our knowledge,
we cannot predict the strain derivative of CEF param-
eters any better than the parameters themselves in

metallic compounds.
Among the two-ion magnetoelastic terms we have

observed the lower-symmetry one, that is the aniso-
tropic bilinear exchange, in isomorphous 5-state

The main result of our study lies in the fact that
TmZn is a Jahn-Teller system and not a magnetostric-
tive one. It differs thus from the other RZn com-
pounds, where the J, J, interactions are predominant,
For instance. the Heisenberg contribution

[38p/J (J + l) ] (J.) '

is more than 30 K/atom in ErZn. The biquadratic and
magnetoelastic terms are then perturbations (3.6
K/atom) and the lattice distortion is driven by the
magnetic ordering. ' In TmZn the dipolar ene'rgy (3.8
K} is clearly lower than the other contributions (see
Table I) and the influence of the neglected terms can
become more drastic. TmZn is then more like the
isomorphous TmCd. However, in this latter com-
pound, no magnetic ordering has been observed
whereas it appears below T& in TmZn. %e may regret
that in TmZn the two ordering points are too close to
each other, constraining the study of the paramagnetic
tetragonal phase. In addition, the TmZri value

G~ =25.5 mK is stronger than the TmCd one
(G, =1 7 K).'

It appears that in TmZn a single experiment such as
elastic constants or magnetization measurements is

not sufticient to give a good knowledge of all the
necessary parameters. It is then of primary irnpor-

tance to obtain the CEF ones by a direct determina-
tion. For instance, the level scheme defined by
%=2.2 K, x =—0.8 would allow a very nice and com-
plete interpretation of all the data without any suspi-
cion about the validity of the used formalism. But the
neutron spectroscopy provides without ambiguities the
actual level scheme corresponding to CEF parameters
in agreement with those observed throughout the RZn

series.
If' the chosen Hamiltonian with its approximations
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TmCd

T~ {K)
T;. (K)

103{&/a —1)
8' (K/atom)

a, (mK/atom)

Bi j(Cii —Ci2)0 (mK/atom)

8.12
—9+1

-1.21 + 0.1

0.31 + ().02

25 + 10

+6.4 + 0.5
from c3 data

3.16"

&0.04"

-0.6b

1 3'
0.4"

TABLE 1. Comparison of some physical constants and en-

ergies between TmZn and TmCd compounds.
treated in the random-phase approximation. That
could reduce, for instance, the calculated moment.
Due to the strong value of the distortio~ the neglected
terms, in particular the anharrnonic ones, may contri-
bute and have now to be evaluated, Other obscurities
remain. One is the interaction mechanism between
the 4f'quadrupoles. Another is a proper microscopic
analysis of the magnetoelastic coeNicients. Here it will

be necessary to calculate the CEF parameters and
their strain modification.

/Vote added in ptoof; Current studies of elastic con-
stants reveal that theoretical fits based on this harmonic
elasticity model are better than those in Sec. 111C3:
the BI and Ni values from Sec. 111C2 are f'ound again.

Heisenberg dipolar

exchange (K/atom)

Quadrupolar exchange

{K/atom)

M tgnetoelastic energy

{K/atom)

3.8

35

with Ki =-19 mK

1 1.8 + 2

from 6) data
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